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ABSTRACT 

The positive column of a glow discharge is placed along 

the axis of a cylindrical cavity excited in the TM010 mode~ 

The transmission of 3 em waves through the cavity and the 

shift in resonant frequency are observed as a function of dis

charge current. It is shown that from these measurements val

ues of the complex conductivity of· the electron gas can be cal

culatedG Curves of the measured conductivity components as 

functions of pressur7 and current are given. From theoretical 

expressions for the conductivity values of electron density 

are calculated. Langmuir probe studies are carried out and 

adequate agreement is foundG Finally, mean free path and mean 

free time between collisions are calculated from the conduc

tivity values and hence the variation of collision cross-sec

tion with temperature is foundo 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A knowledge of the conductivity of an ionized gas is of 

interest in several phases of microwave work, such as the de

sign of TR tubes (1), as well as in many problems connected 

with the study of the ionosphere (2); it has also acquired con

siderable importance in guided missile work, since the conductiv

ity of the rocket motor flame may cause malfunctioning of the 

missile-ground radio link* (3,4,5). Some work has been done on 

the behavior of gaseous discharges at microwave frequencies (6-

15), but published measurements of r.f. conductivity (16,17,18) 

are restricted to lower frequency ranges. 

A determination of conductivity at a wave length near 3 em 

is described here~ A d.c. mercury vapor glow discharge was used 

to supply the conducting gas which had the advantage that elec

tron temperature and density could be determined by probe stu

dies, using Langmuir 8 s theory (19). In conjunction with a theo

retical equation for conductivity (20) these measurements allow 

one to make a check of the values for the conductivity obtained 

experimentallyo 

' A study is in progress at present at the C.IoT. Jet PEOpul-
s i on Laboratory to determine the conductivity of various jet 
flames, using the method described in this thesis. 
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IIe EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND APPARATUS 

At this writing the use of a resonant cavity as a means of 

applying a microwave field to a discharge is no longer a novel 

idea. Various resonant structures have been used lately to 

measure the dielectric constant of gases (21-28) and to study 

breakdown and diffusion phenomena (9, 11-15). The method used 

in the references cited is based on finding the cavity input ad

mittance by the usual standing-wave ratio and phase measurements; 

to determine complex conductivity in this way leads to rather in-
•· 

volved problems (cf. reference 29, pp. 22 and 32). The scheme 

described below is a transmission, rather than a reflection 

method, and allows a relatively simple and straightforward de

termination of conductivity to be made. 

A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is 

shown in Fig. 1. A cylindrical cavity was used (Fig. 2), de-

signed to resonate near a wave length of 3 em . in the TMo10 mode. 

Coupling to the wave guides was through circular irises in the 

side wallso Small openings at the centers of the top and bottom 

walls allowed the discharge tube to extend axially through the 
in 

cavity; since/the mode used the cavity wall currents fall to 

zero at the centers of the end plates, these apertures have no 

appreciable disturbing effect. This was not immediately recog-

nized when this research was started, and early experiments 

were made with a cavity using radial choke~s designed to pre

sent a short circuit to 3 em. waves and an open circuit to d.c. 

(of. reference 30, p. 359). In this way the top plate could 
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be insulated from the rest of the cavity and the discharge then 

took place between the top and bottom cavity walls. D.c. break

down between the closely spaced radial chokefs gave considerable 

trouble; moreover, the Q of this cavity was only about 700, 

while a Q of about 3000 was obtained with the simpler cavity 

shown in Fig. 2. Use of radial chokets was hence abandoned. 

A quartz tube, shown in Fig. 2, was used to contain the 

glow discharge, after it had been found that even very thin

walled pyrex tubes loaded down the cavity too much due to the 

relatively high loss tangent of glass. Insertion of the quartz 

tube reduced the cavity Q only by a few percent although its 

high dielectric constant shifted the resonant wave length from 

3 em. to 3.55 em. The bottom part of the tube was formed into 

a bulb containing a small pool of distilled mercury. In the 

experiment this bulb extended into an oilbath the temperature 

of which was thermostatically controlled to ± t 0 c and could be 

varied from room temperature to slightly above 200°0. The re

maining portion of the tube, containing the actual discharge, 

was placed in an oven the temperature of which was maintained 

about 25°0 above that of the oilbath in order to prevent un

wanted condensation from occurring. Thus all condensation oc

curred at the surface of the mercury pool whose temperature 

then determined the pressure of the mercury vapor once equilib

rium had been established. Since the tube had been carefully 

evacuated, the mercury vaporpressure was also the total pres

sure in the tube which could thus be determined by measuring 

the temperature of the oil bathe 
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The high frequency excitation was obtained from a klystron 

tube frequency-modulated at a 1000-c.p.s. rate by superposing a 

small sawtooth voltage on the repeller potential; the same modu

lation was also applied to the horizontal sweep of an oscillo

scope. The output from the cavity was picked up by a crystal, 

amplified, and applied to the vertically deflecting plates of 

the oscilloscope. The resulting trace was thus a Q-curve, whose 

height was proportional to the transmission in power through the 

cavity since a square law crystal was used. A calibrated wave 

meter placed between cavity and crystal introduced small 11 pips 11 

on the trace by means of which the resonant frequency and the Q 

of the cavity could be measured. As shown below, measurement 

of these three quantities-- effective Q, change in transmission, 

and change in resonant frequency with discharge current-- suf

fices to determine both real and imaginary components of the 

conductivity. 

For the purpose of carrying out probe studies a second dis

charge tube was built identical to the one used in the cavity, 

except for a fine probe wire extending radially into the middle 

portion .. 
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III. THEORETICAL RELATIONS 

A.. Nomenclature 

t.o •••.•. transmission in power through the cavity, i.e., ratio 

of output power from the cavity to available power. 

tr· · · . ... :relative transmission, i.e., ratio of transmission t 

with discharge current flowing to zero-current trans-

mission. 

a •• ~ ..••• radius of cavity (1.15 em). 

h •••.•••• height of cavity (1.5 em). 

b ••••.••• radius of conducting column (0.175 em). 

a::"+J"<r. •• complex conductivity of ionized mercury vapor, 
r " 

mhos/meter. 

Q0 •o•••••the Q of the unloaded cavity. 

Q1 ••••• .. Q of cavity with loading due to coupling to the extern-

al circuit through the irises. 

Q1 •• . .. .. an iris loading Q defined by 1/QL = 1/~ ~ l/Q1• 

Q0 ••••••• Q of cavity loaded by the discharge (but not by irises). 

w
0 
•••. .. • nominal resonant frequency of the cavit~ radians/second. 

Wr·······resonant frequency with discharge current flowing. 

Af ••••••• frequency shift due to discharge in c.p.s. =<wr-w0 )/2lr. 

p ••••...• vapor pressure, mm Hg. 

T •••...•• electron temperature, °K. 

n •••••••• electron density, electrons/cm3• 

xl •••.•.• a dimensionless parameter = (mw2 ).. 2/2kT), ).. being the 

electronic mean free path; for mercury a~ 8460 Me: 

Xl:: 1..2 X 106p-2 T-1. 



€ d · 1 t · t t f f = 1o= 9; -zs ..,.,.. _ o .......... ~e eo r1c cons an o ree space v " _ 

€:1 . • • • • • • • €0 (1 "4f fS'i. /W E.0 ); cf .. Eq. (8) .. 
1 

kl·. e ••••• wr(.,u. E.1 f2
• 

l 
k 2 • e ••• 0 •• w r ~ E.o) 2 • 

k ... ~ ...••• 2.405ja. 

B .......... . equivalent shunt susceptance of the cavity. 

64 ......... loading factor (dissipation factor) of cavity due to 

the finite conductivity of the walls; i.e., ratio of 

equivalent conductance to equivalent susceptance o 

(Note: ~o: 1/~). 

b1 .......... input loading factor of cavity; i.e .. ratio of conduct

ance coupled to cavity from input end to the shunt 

susceptance of the cavity. 

b~ ......... output loading factor of cavity .. 

&~ ·······loading factor of cavity with irises: l/Q1 . 

J •••....•. current density (amperes per sq. meter). 

AG ......... electronic mean free path. 

M ........... mass of neutral mercury atom. 

N .......... mercury atoms per cm3• 

K .......... .. electron mobility. 

U. ......... drift speed of electrons in a d .. c. field ( u =. KE). 

1r. •• • ••••• mean free time of electrons between collisions .. 

q ••••••••• electronic collision cross-section .. 

Veoo•••o•oelectron velocity 

p
0 
••••• •• • pressure at which o; reaches a maximum (mm Hg .. ). 

A •.•..•••• probe area exposed to the discharge. 

i.~ ••••••• electron current collected by the probe .. 
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id·····••odischarge current. 

p ••••.•••• power dissipated in the cavity. 

(Note: Except where expressly noted otherwise, all formu

las are in rationalized mok.s. units.) 

B. Calculation of the Real Component of Conductivity 

An expression for t, the transmission in power through the 

cavity, will be derived first. For this purpose the cavity is 

assumed to be at or near the dominant resonant mode (TMolo), so 

that it can be represented by a shunt resonant circuit to which 

are coupled resistive input and output circuits as shown in the 

accompanying sketch. 

EQUIVALENT SHUNT RESONANT CIRCUIT 

When the cavity is excited by energy supplied from the input 

circuit there exists in the cavity a certain amount of reactive 

power, a fraction b0 of which is dissipated as losses in the 

cavity itself; note that bo= l/Q0 • The symbol Q0 is defined 

l_lere as the intrinsic Q, f.e., the Q, without any external load-
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ing, to differentiate it from the more general Q1 which is the 

measured Q when the cavity is loaded down by external couplingo 

Coupling to the external circuit then increases the loaded 

b to 

{1) 

Physically the assumption underlying this expression is that 

the distribution of electro-magnetic fields within the cavity 

is not seriously altered by the input and output coupling de

vices, an assumption which is certainly valid as long as the 

~·s are very small compared to unity. This requirement was met 

in the actual experiment in which the b8 s were of the order of 

10-4 • 

The available power in the above circuit is that delivered 

in a matched condition, vizo 1 

p : ( I ) 2 " & B : 12 
a ~ ' IT.13' {2) 

while the power actually going into the load { ~1B) is 

(3) 

The transmission then comes out to be 

(4) 

Next symmetrical conditions are assumed to exist making b, 
equal to b~ This was insured by placing smooth padding attenu

ators on either side of the cavity (cf. Fig. l) so that the 

cavity looks into Z0 , the characteristic line impedance both 
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ways. If now the symbols Q1 and Q1 are introduced, where 

Q1 :: 1/ 6L and 1/QL .:: l/Q0 ... 1/Qi, the transmission can be writ

ten as 

(5) 

Note that for any additional internal loading of the cavity, Q0 

in (5) must be replaced by the corresponding (lower) Q. Thus 

with discharge current flowing Eqo (5) becomes 

t :. (1 .. Qi/Q' )-2 (6) 

For the cavity loaded by wall losses only, Q0 may be ex

pressed in terms of an equivalent shunt resistance R along the 

cavity axis as (31) 

(7) 

The very small additional loading due to the presence of the 

quartz tube can be assumed to be lumped into R, giving a slightly 

lower effective Q0 • The conducting column is now assumed to in

troduce an additional shunt resistance R' placed in parallel with 

R: 

R' = h G 1 
1rb2 a;. (8) 

Thus the resultant Q becomes now 

- a RR' Q1 
- Q.0053ln • R + R' (9) 

or using (7) to substitute for R: 

Q' :: 
1 -+ 188~h/R 6 a 

(10) 

Substituting this expression into Eq,. (6), and using (8) to write 
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R' in terms of a; , the resultant expression may be manipulated 

into the following factored form: 

(11) 

The first bracket is recognized as the transmission with no dis

charge current flowing; using this as a base the second bracket 

may be defined as a relative transmission, tr, in terms of which 

~ can be expressed explicitly as~ 
1 

err- : Oo00169~a ~ (tr-2-l)mhos/meter. (12) 

tr is readil y determined, being simply the ratio of the height 

of the Q-curve trace with discharge current flowing to that with 

the glow turned off; for convenience and accuracy a meter was ac-

tua1ly used which was calibrated to read tr directlyo Since all 

quantities on the right-hand side of (12) can be measured, oy 

may be foundo 

c. Cal9ulat}op of the Imaginary Component of Conductivitx. 

From Maxwell's Field equation 

'7 X H :: ; ~ ~ ( o; + a. <1Z ) E :; o;.E + 3 w €o ( 1 + w~o )"E, 

the out-of-phase conductivity component OL is seen to result in 

an effective dielectric constant 

(13) 

Since cr. can be shown to be negative, being due to the inertial 

lag~ing of the electrons behind the applied field, the dielectric 

' constant is reduced, decreasing the equivalent capacity of the 
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cavity; thus the effect of the glow discharge is to raise the 

resonant frequency, as shown by Eq. {19) below. 

To treat the cavity as a boundary value problem, it is 

divided into two regions, where for 0 < p < b, e1 : E0 (l + ~/Wf£0 ), 

while for b < p < a the dielectric constant is still ~o o No ac

count is taken of the narrow region filled by the quartz tube 

which introduces a small constant frequency shifto For the in

ner region the expressions for the fields will be of the same 

form as for the usual TMQ10 mode {of. reference 30, pG 397): 

{14) 

In the outer region Bessel functions of the second kind need 

also be included, so that for b < p < a: 

Ezz = AJ o {kz p) + B X,{kz p) 

H<f2 = (w E.
0
/k2 ) [ AJ1 (k2p) + BY1(k2p)] {15) 

Three boundary conditions apply: at p = a, Ez2 = O, since the 

tangential electric field must vanish at the surface of a con-

ductor; at p = b, Ez2 ::. Ezl and Hcp2 ... H<pl from the continuity 

of tangential fields.. Uang two of these relations to eliminate 

the constants A and B, the third one may be used to obtain the 

following equ~tion: 

The desired new resonant frequency is now contained implicitly 

in kz and k1, and is solved for by plotting each side of (16) 

separately · over a small range near w : w0 , E 1 : E. 0 , k1 : k2 .. 
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From these curves the following linear approximations may be ob

tained: 

<P (k2b, k2a) ; 0.1860 - 4e 388 [ ~ -1] 
(17) 

where <J> (k2b, k2a) has been written for the left hand side of 

Eq. (16)e Since the change in E due to ~ is of the order of 
~ 

only 0.5 percent, one may write 

( =~ )2 

= ( 1 + !
0 
)~ :: I+ ~ ~ €o 

(18) 

From a substitution of Eqs. (17) and (18) into Eq. (16) the fol-

lowing first-order approximation is finally obtained for the 

particular case at hand: 

a": :: -1 .. 33 X lO_g X Af 
" 

mhos/meter (19) 

The relation between 07 and frequency shift may be derived 

more simply by an alternate method which makes use of the vari-

ation principle for electromagnetic problems, vi~ that at 

resonance 

timeS volumeL~j.tH2-i E E
2

) dv dt (20) 

have a stationary value of zeroe This is analagous to Hamil

ton's principle in mechanics, the volume integrals of t~~ 

and t E: E2 representing kinetic and potential energies respec

tively. Since all time variations are sinusoidal, and H may 

be replaced from Faraday 3 s Law, \1 x E : -~w,M-H, this relation 

can be rewritten as 
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J; (vx E)~ dv 

w2 = _ \1;..;:o;;..:t .:.... -----

r J E.E2. du
vot 

(21) 

If the perturbation of the electric field due to the discharge 

is not appreciable, only the denominator of this equation will 

cause any change in the resonant frequency since E. is reduced 

in accordance with Eq. (13). Thus the effect on the resonant 

frequency of any small changes in the dielectric constant can 

be expressed by 

~-w -0 J E.E.a chr 
'\]"oe . 

(22) 

Where in this case t is given by Eq. ( 13) over the region 

o < p < b. It is seen that wr is most sensitive to changes 

in E which occur in regions of high electric field strength 

which is exactly the case here since the discharge tube is 

placed along the cavity axis where E reaches a maximumo Final

ly the square root may be expanded as in Eq. (18), so that (22) 

becomes 
b 

Oi. I E2 J?dp 
·2wrE'o J~ E2 pdp , 

(23) 

Taking E to be proportional to J 0 (kp) as in the undisturbed 

case, integration yields the following result: 

(24) 

Making the appropriate numerical substitutions Eqo (24) is 
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found to agree within one percent with Eq. (19) . 

D. Theoretical Expressions for Conductivity 

If a high frequency electric field is applied to an ionized 

gas, the resulting oscillatory motion of the free electrons will 

give rise to an al ternati.ng currento In general this current 

will not be in phase with the electric field; if it is written 

as 

(25) 

Then this behavior may be described by a complex conductivity 

Two limiting cases for <r are well known~ 

for high frequencies and low pressures there is practically no 

energy loss due to electron collisions and hence the current is 

in quadrature with the field ( ~ : 0). The equation of motion 

of an electron under these circumstances is given by 

mz ~ eE : eE0 exp (jwt) (26) 

for an electric field in the z direction~ The current density 

is then simply 

J = nez = ne(j~> 2 
:; -J~ E (27) 

whence the conductivity is , by Eq., (25): 

~ -Jwm or (28) 

The other limiting case occurs at lew frequencies and high pres-
. 6ures in which case the average velocity of the electrons, z, 
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is simply related to the electric field by the electron mobility, 

K, so that 

or 

J • nez : neKE 

_.. _.. - - 3 f2lr' e2 ~ n* 
v : vr - neK - 16 (mkT)2 

(29) 

(30) 

where Langevin's mob ility formula (32) has been made use of in 

the last expression. 

In order to treat the more general intermediate case it is 

first necessary to find the velocity distribution function for 

the free electrons. Let f(vx, vy, vz)dvx dvy dvz be the num

ber of electrons having velocity components about vx, Vy, Vz, 

falling within the element dv x dvy dv z (or v2 sin S d ~ d g dv) 

in velocity space; f is not a function of the coordinates (in 

physical space) since diffusion and similar phenomena are dis

regarded here, the electron concentration n being assumed uni

form over the volume considered. The function f is determined 

from Boltzmann's transfer equation (33): 

eE (31) -tn 

~f 
Here ~ represents a smooth time rate of change caused by the 

variations in the electric field E which is applied in the z di

rection; [ ~ le represents the rate of change occasioned by elas

tic collisions, in-elastic collisions being neglected since the 

electric field is assumed to be relatively weake The general 

procedure now, following Lorentz (34, 35), is to eA~and fin a 

series of Legendre functions in cos e : Vz/v: 
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f(v, vz) =- f 0 (v) .. P1 (cos 9 ) f 1 (v)-+ P2 (cos 8 )f2 (v) +·· ~ 

= f 0 (v) + (vz/v) f 1 (v) + &•• (32) 

The first term determines the random distribution in velocity, 

while the second term represents the electron °drift 11 in response 

to the applied field. Higher terms do not correspond to any 

simple physical property of the distribution and are neglectedo 

In order to carry through the solution of Eqo (31) using 

Eq. (32) it is found necessary to make one of two simplifying 

assumptions: the electronic mean free path, A , is independent 

of the electronic velocities; or the mean free time, ~ , between 

collisions is constant. The meaning of these two hypotheses is 

perhaps best seen by considering the general relation 

N q A: 1 (33) 

where N is the number density of obstacles (i.e., mercury atoms 

in this case), q the electronic collision cross-section which 

is in general a function of the electron velocity v. Constant 

A thus implies constant q. On the other hand, since 't' : A jv, 

constant 't" would mean that q is inversely proportional to v. 

The actual behavior of q has been the subject of considerable 

research (36) Q It has been found experimentally (37) that for 

the monatonic gases that are the vapors of the metals, q first 

decreases rapidly with velocity and then remains quite constant 

at high electron temperatures. As will be shown in Section IV, 

the results of this investigation show that ~ and q do not 

change over the range of electron temperatures encountered. 

An expression for complex conductivity has been derived by 

H. Margenau (20, 38, 39) which is exact for the case in which 
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A does not vary with v (i,e. p A equals a constant, independent 

of the electron temperature). He writes Eq. (32) in the form 

since the applied field, E0 cos wt, will induce the corresponding 

frequency in the f 1 (v) of Eq. (32) which, in general, will have 

one part in phase with the field and another part out of phase~ 

Margenau then shows that f 0 has a Maxwellian distribution, 

3/2 2 f
0 

:: n(m/2 1f k T) exp(-~) (35) 

provided the a.c. field is not too strong; specifically if 

(36) 

He further finds that 

Gl - ¥F (37) - 1 

and fl - A ofo eE (38) - - o'\T "~ jw~ II¥\. 

Knowing f 1 , the complex conductivity is obtained in a manner 

analagous to that employed below for the case of constant ~ e 

Margenau 1 s final result for the complex conductivity is 

where 

dx (40) 

K2 and K31z. have been plotted by Margenau. For x1~oo and x1 -+ 0 

the above expression approaches the two limiting cases given in 

Eqs. (28) and (30), although in the latter case the numerical 
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factors differ by about ten percento For mercury vapor at 

8460 Me, the effective resonant frequency of the cavity with the 

tube inserted, the above expression becomes*: 

cr : 4.38 x lo-10(n/pTi)K2(x1 )-J 4o8l x lo- 7 (n/p2T)K 1 (xv 
"i 

( 39:1 ) 

A plot of ~ vs. pressure at constant frequency shows that 

_cr~ decreases monotonically, starting with the value e2n/mw at 

very low pressures and going to zero as we2A /# kT at hi gh pres

sures; the real component of the conductivity falls to zero at 

both very low and very high pressures; a maximum is predicted 

(17) fo1•: 
13 1 

w A = 6. 8 X 10 ( kT) 2 (41) 

A more convenient form of this equation is the following: 
2 

p 
0 

T : 570,000 (4la) 

Here p
0 

is the pressure in mm Hg at which or maximizes. 

It may now be of interest to carry through a treatment 

analagous to Margenau's, but considering ~ · to be constant. 

Note that 

(42) 

where is the average collision frequency and v the electron 

velocity; the fact that A /vis independent of v will be seen 

to simplify this derivation& Now a.c. current density J = nevz 

w~re vz is the instantaneous average drift velocity of the 

* The value for the mean free path of mercury used here and 
elsewhere was taken from reference 43, po 23. 
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electrons given by the average over all velocity space: 

The distribution function f is given by Eq. (32), but only the 

second term, (vz/v)f1(v), is used here since f 0 (v) does not 

contribute to the a.c~ current density. Writing vz = v cos 9 

in the integrand, the integrations over polar angle 9 and 

azimuth q> in velocity space may be performed, leaving 
Q) 

v 2 = ~ J f 1 (v)v3 dv (44) 

0 

If now f 1 is replaced from Eqo (38), the current density be-

comes 

J- nevz 

0 

( \ /v) • Of o v3 dv 
l ... jw( ~ /v) rv- (45) 

Since 'r = A/v is not a function of v in this treatment, the 

integration is readily carried through: 

"' I ~ ;o v3dv = v2f0 [ (46) 

The first term is zero at both limits for ~1 physical distri

bution functions. The second term has the value 3n/4~ quite 

independently of the actual form of f
0

; this follows from the 

fact that the distribution function must be normalized to the 

electron concentration, i.e., 
00 

n -::. 4 ir J f 0 v2 dv 
0 

(47) 
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Upon rationalizing Eqo (45), the resulting expression for the 

conductivity becomes simply: 

e2n 
o- :: J /E = m 

( 1-jW1:'~ 't" 
l ... w 1:' 2 (48) 

It is of interest to note here that this or a very similar 

result could have been obtained by a much simpler, though less 

rigorous methodG The equation of motion of an electron in an 

alternating field may be written as 

~z ~ gz = eE0 exp (jwt) (49) 

where gz is a friction term representing the effect of repeated 

collisions. This simple equation allows the conductivity to be 

found immediately: 

ne2 1 tr -: nez/E ::____;;:.:..;:;..... __ : -
jwm .a. g 1 .., 

2 e n 
g 

(50) 

Hulbert (40) and others have used a suggestion of Lorentz to 

the effect that g : 2m/'L . The justificat i on for this expres-

sion is seen readily if one considers the motion of an electron 

in a steady field where inertia effects do not enter. Then the 

average drift speed, U , will be such that g u. ::. eE~ but the 

drift speed is also related to E by the electron mobility, K: 

"U. : KE :: c eX E mv 
: c eE 't"' 

m (51) 

Here v denotes the average thermal velocity and c is a numerical 

factor varying between Oe5 and 1.0 depending on the assumptions 

made in the statistical analysis of the motions of the electrons 

and molecules (see reference 36, pp. 600 et seq.). If all 
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electrons are assumed to have identical free paths and thermal 

velocities, then c obviously equals one half, since (eE/m) ~ 

is the terminal velocity just prior to a collision which is 

here assumed to destroy all momentum in the direction of the 

field; hence g : m/'c ~ = 2m/~ · A somewhat more realistic der

ivation which takes into account the distribution of free paths 

(reference 36, p. 47) yields c = 1 and thus g: m/ '7: . If 

this is now substituted into Eq. (50), Eq. (48) is obtained. 

The exact agreement is, of course, rather fortuitous, for more 

precise derivations of K using the elastic collision theory of 

Langevin (41,42) give a value of about 0~75 for c. 

The behavior of ~ with changes in frequency or pressure 

predicted by Eq. (48) is quite similar to that found from Eq. 

(39). The real component of conductivity reaches a maximum 

now when 

W "t"' ;:: 1 (52) 

or when 
1 1 1 

wX = v = (8kT/irmf2 = 5.29 x 10 3 (kT)2, (e.g. sl53) 

a result not very different from Eq. (41). Both equations are 

seen to place the maximum of conductivity nearly at that value 

of the pressure for which the mean free time between impacts 

is equal to a half-period of the a.c. field; such a result is 

expected since ~ reaches a maximum when electron collisions 

take the most energy out of the field, i.e., when the elec-

trons are allowed to acquire a maximum of kinetic energy be

tween collisions. 
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E. Miscellaneous Formulas 

1. Probe Studies* 

In order to make possible a comparison of measurement and 

theory it was necessary to determine two parameters of the gas 

discharge which enter into the equation for conductivity, name

ly the electron temperature and the electron density. Follow

ing Langmuir, the procedure used was essentially one of vary

ing the potential of a small probe wire extending into the 

plasma and studying the probe current as a function of the 

probe voltageo 

Now Boltzmann's relation shows {43) that over a certain 

region of probe voltage the electron current collected is pro

portional to exp {eV/kT), V being the probe voltage measured 

relative to the plasma potential. If the logarithm of this 

current is plotted against voltage the slope of the resulting 

linear curve is then given by 

d(ln i) = _!_ = 11,700 
dv kT T 

{54) 

A plot of i versus V on semi-log paper is thus seen to afford 

a simple means of determining T, the electron temperature. 

Note that the total probe current measured m.ust be corrected 

for the positive ion current in order to obtain the electron 

current. This is done in the usual manner by extrapolating 

.the purely ionic current measured at very negative probe poten

tials into the "Boltzmann region11 {cfo reference 19, Fig. 6 .. 6). 

* For derivations of the formulas given in this section as 
well as for background material on this method the reader is 
referred to the original papers by Langmuir {reference 19) .. 
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If the probe is made positive relative to the plasma poten

tial then Langmuir has shown that at sufficiently high values 

of probe current the square of the probe current is a linear 

function of the probe voltage, the slope of the 12 versus V 

line being 

(55) 

where A is the probe area and I the random electron current 

density, given by 

I : i nev (56) 

If Eqs. (53) and (54) are now combined and the average thermal 
.!. 

electron velocity v replaced by (8kT/wm) 2 , the electron density 

may be solved for: 
l 

n: l (~)"2 (57) 

Electron density is thus determined once the slope S is meas-

ured .. 

2. ~heoretical Equations for Electron Temperature and Density. 

As a check on the values of T and n as obtained from probe 

studies, theoretical formulas for these quantities will be usede 

As regards the temperature, the following relation can be 

shown (44) to hold: 

(eVi/kT)exp(eVi/kT) = lol6{10) 7c2p2b2 (58) 

Here V1 is the ionization potential (10o38 volts), cis a con

stant of the gas (0.11 for mercury), and b is again the radius 

of the discharge tubeo A plot of Eqo (56) as a function of 

the pressure, p, is shown in Fige 7e 

An approximate formula for the electron density can be 
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found by combining a number of equations derived in reference 

44. For a cylindrical discharge tube {Eq. 179, Vol. II~: 

n : i / { 1. 36 e u b2) {59) 

The drift speed u is given by {Eq. 259, Vol. I)*: 

where, in turn, {Eq. 161, Vol. II)* 
1 

E = 1.83 X 10-4 (f)2 T/A 

{60) 

(61) 

and f represents the fraction of energy lost by an electron in 

a collision with a stationary gas molecule; for mercury, 

f; 5.5 x 10-6• Combining all these equations, one finally 

obtains 

n: {62) 

id being the discharge current in amperes. 

3. Criterion for Applicability of Maxwellian Distribution 

It was pointed out that the expression for the conductiv~ 

ity given in Eqo (39) holds only if the a.ca field does not 

exceed a certain critical value given in Eqo (36). If the 

field should be appreciably stronger, then the energy distribu

tion of the electrons is no longer even approximately Maxwel

lian, and the resulting expressions for the conductivity (20) 

can only be evaluated by numerical integrations. It is thus 

of importance to investigate whether or not Eq. (36) was satis-

fied in the present experiment. 

The electrical field strength inside the cavity can be 

* Refers to reference 44. 
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estimated from the cavity Q and from P, the power dissipated in 

the cavity. From the definition of Q, the energy stored in the 

cavity is 

UE : Q;P/w 

In terms of the field strength, UE is given by 
Q,. 

(63) 

UE = f t e E2dv = f t e [ Eu,J0 (kp ) r 2ilphd p " 1f a 2hJ1
2 

(ka )t E! 

vo! . o (64) 

where Em is the electric field along the cavity axis. Solving 

for Em and substituting the appropriate numerical values one 

obtains 
1 ~ 

Em ; 2.8{10) 3 {QP)2 : 1.5{10) 5 (P) 2 volts/meter (65) 

for a Q of about 3000, as measured. Only a rough estimate can 

be made for the value of P: the klystron set put out about 

one milliwatt which was passed through approximately 20 db of 

-~ I padding, giving P: 10 v watts and hence Em: 500 volts metero 

If now the measured values of electron temperatures are substi

tuted into Eq. (36), the critical value of field strength is 

found to be very nearly this same value. Since at all points 

off the cavity axis, E < Em' Eq. {36) is seen to be at least 

approximately satisfied. 

) 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

* Typical curves of tr and (t;~ -1) taken at one mm. Hg 

pressure are shown in Figo 3. Actually, the procedure followed 
1.. 

in general was not to plot tr, but rather to compute (t;2 -1) 

for each experimental point and to plot this value directly; 

the resulting graphs always came out to be very nearly straight 

lines which are more easily fitted to somewhat scattered pointso 
j._ 

The almost linear relationship between (t; 2 -1) and discharge 

current is as predicted by Eqs. (12), (39), or (48) and (62), 

which show that 
1 ( t;2 -1) "'"' a; ~"'../ h __, la 

where the tilde indicates proportionality. Slight curvatures 

were observed, particularly in the low current region. These 

are probably due to a corresponding variation of electron 

density with current which has been observed by several investi

gators.* Plots of frequency shift against current, such as the 

one shown in Fig. 4, also show the expected linear character, 

although again exhibiting some curvature near the origin. 

By taking transmission and frequency shift data at various 

pressures, plots of conductivity vs. pressure with current as 

parameter may be obtained using Eqs. (12) and (19). Such 

curves are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The real conductivity com-

~onent is seen to maximize at pressures around 8 rom Hg. Cor

responding values of electron temperature may be calculated 

• See, for example, Fig. 8 of reference (18); or a plot of 
the data of Table XIII in reference (19). 



from this by Eqo (4la); they are shown in curve C, Fig. 7e Al

so shown there are the values of electron temperature found by 

probe measurements, as well as a theoretical temperature plot 

using Eq .. (58) .. 

Figure 6 shows a maximum occurring also in the imaginary 

conductivity component" Now if ~ is plotted against pressure 

at constant electron density, rather than at constant current, 

Eq. (39) or Eqe (48) predicts a monotonic decrease with pres

sure starting from the maximum value of e2n/mw. Hence the ob= 

served falling off at lower pressures is apparently due to a 

similar decrease of electron density at these pressures" To 

check this assumption values of a;/n and ~/n were calculated 

from Eq .. (39a ), using the measured temperatures shown in Fig. , 

?A. By dividing these two quantities into the measured values 

of C'r and OT , respectively, the electron density is obtained. 

Curves of density calculated in this manner are plotted in 

Fig. 8 for a discharge current of 100~~; the postulated de

crease in density at low pressures is clearly shown. Density 

values obtained from probe studies are also shown in Fig. 8 

and the agreement is seen to be quite good. At the large 

probe currents required (of. page 23) the discharge became un

fortunately quite unstable for pressures above 2 mm Hg so that 

a complete check of the electron density curves could not be 

carried through. A further check on the density values of 

Fig. 8 is afforded by Eq. (62) which predicts electron densi

ties varying between 5.6(10) 9 and 8 .. 0(10) 9 for the electron 

temperatures of Fig .. 7; considering the many crude assumptions 
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that lead to this equation, the agreement is again quite ade

quatee 

As has been mentioned, the value for the electronic mean 

free path used in Eqo (39a) was taken from reference (43) and 

may well be quite inaccurate here. Fortunately, however, it 

is possible to determine the true m.f.p. from the conductivity 

measurements themselves. If the ratio ~Ia; is formed, 

then from Eq. (39) this is seen to be a function of the para-

meter x1 only: 

(66) 

Values of x1 corresponding to the experimentally observed val= 

ues of ~ I o;. can therefore be found from a plot of Eq. (66), 

and hence the mof.p. is determined: 
~ 1 A= (2x1kTiw2m) 2 =. l.035(10)- 5 (x1T)2 em (67) 

Carrying through this procedure the plot of A versus T shown 

in Fig. 9 is obtainedo If these values of .\ are now used to 

re-determine the electron density then the same curve of n 

versus pressure is, of course, obtained from both ~ and ~ 

it falls about midway between the curves of Fig. 8 and is shown 

in Fig. 10 .. 

Finally the electron density may also be found from the 

conductivity formula given in Eq. (48). The mean free time, ~ , 

must first be determined for this purpose, but this is readily 

done since Eq. (48) shows that 

(68) 

Usi~g this result, EqQ (48) can be solved for n, giving 
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n:: lo87(lo)12 ( crr: + crr ) o;. electrons/cm3 (69) or a;. 

The values of n determined in this manner are also shown in 

Fig. 10 and are practically identical with those obtained above 

by using Eqs. (39), (66), and (67). This is of some importance, 

since not only is Eq. (69) much easier to use, but it also al

lows a determination of electron density from the conductivity 

measurements alone without knowledge of the electron tempera-

ture. 

The values of mean free path and mean free time between 

collisions are shown in Fig. 9. From these two curves the 

question raised in Section II-D regarding the dependence on 

temperature of the collision cross-section is readily answered. 

For if the cross-section, q, would decrease with increasing 

electron velocity then p A. should show an upward trend in ac

cordance with Eq. (33). Actually, however, pA fluctuates a

bout a mean value of approximately 0.0095 em. mm Hg; while p 't" , 

on the other hand, shows a definite falling off with temperature. 

The conclusion to be drawn is then that p~ and q do not change 

over the range of electr.on energies encountered here. If this 

is true, then, since 1:" : A /v, p ~ should be proportional to 
1 

1/v or (T)-2. Such a curve is shown on the diagram fitted to 

the experimental points. The fit is fairly good; an exact a~ 

greement should perhaps not be expected, since p~ was calculat

ed from an expression which is act ually not applicable in this 

case. 
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V. PIGUHbS 

KLYSTRON PAD 

OSCILLATOR 

CAVITY 
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WAVEMETER 
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B,IG. 1 • .Schematic diagram of expePimental arrangement. 
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VI I. APPJ:<.NDIX. 

(Publicat ions) 

Most of the research of t h is thesis has been deS£ribed 

in an article which appeared in the Journal of Applied 

Physics. A brief general description of this work was also 

wr itten for the periodical 11Physics Todayn. A paper cover

ing some gas kinetic aspects of this investigation, written 

jointly with Prof. lienry r.Iargenau of Yale University, is to 

app ear in t he Physical Review later this year; only a copy 

of t he first draf t, since modified, is s :Cwwn here. 
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Measurement of the Complex Conductivity of an Ionized Gas at Microwave Frequencies* 

FRED P. ADLER** 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Cal-ifornia 

(Received May 13, 1949) 

The positive column of a glow discharge is placed along the axis of a cylindrical cavity excited in the TM01o 
mode. The transmission of 3-cm waves through the cavity and the shift in resonant frequency are observed 
as a function of discharge current. It is shown that from these measurements values of the complex con
ductivity, <r,+i<r;, of the electron gas can be calculated. Curves of the measured conductivity components as 
functions of pressure and current are given. Using a theoretical formula for the conductivity (see reference 6) 
values of electron density can in turn be calculated from both"' aud "'·Langmuir probe studies are carried 
out to check the results obtained, and adequate agreement is found. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A KNOWLEDGE of the conductivity of an ionized 
gas is of interest in several phases of microwave 

work, such as the design of TR tubes, 1 as well as in many 
problems connected with the study of the ionosphere.2 

Some work has been done on discharges supported by 
microwave energy,3 but published measurements of 
conductivity4 are restricted to frequency ranges below 
109 c.p.s. 

The present paper describes a determination of con
ductivity at a wave-length of about 3 em. A d. c. mercury 
vapor glow discharge was used to supply the conducting 
gas. This has the advantage that the electron tempera
ture and density can be determined by probe studies, 
using Langmuir 's theory ;5 in conjunction with the 
theoretical equation for conductivity6 these measure
ments allow one to make a check of the values for the 
conductivity obtained experimentally. 

*Part of a thesis to be submitted by the author to the Graduate 
School at the California Institute of Technology in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy. 

**General Electric Charles A. Coffin Fellow, 1947-1949. 
1 Margenau, McMillan, Dearnley, Pearsall, and Montgomery, 

Phys. Rev. 70, 349 (1946). 
2 L. H. R . Mimno, Rev. Mod. Phys. 9, 1 (1937). 
3 M. A. Herlin and S. C. Brown, Phys .. Rev. 74, 291 (1948); 

S. C. Brown and J. J. McCarthy, Rev. Set. lnst. 19, 851 (1948). 
For investigations of electrodeless discharges at lower than 
microwave frequencies, see: G. I . Babat, J. Inst. Elect. Eng., 
Part III, 27 (1947); L. Rhode, Ann. d. Physik 12, 585 (1932) . 

4 A. Szekely, Ann. d. Physik 3, 112 (1929); E. V. Appleton and 
F. W. Chapman, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 44, 246 (1932). 

6 I. Langmuir, Gen. Elec. Rev. 27, 449, 538, 616 (1924). 
6 H. Margenau, Phys. Rev. 69, 508 (1946). For an extension of 

this theory, taking into account inelastic electron collisions, see 
also: H. Margenau, Phys. Rev. 73, 297 (1948); H. Margenau and 
L. M. Hartman, Phys. Rev. 73, 309 (1948); T. Holstein, Phys. 
Rev. 70, 367 (1946). 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in 
Fig. 1. The cavity used (Fig. 2) was designed to resonate 
near 3 em in the TM010 mode. Coupling to the wave 
guides was through circular irises; small openings at the 
centers of the top and bottom walls allowed a quartz 
discharge tube to extend axially through the cavity. 
Since in the mode used the cavity wall currents fall to 
zero at the centers of the end plates, these apertures 
have no appreciable disturbing effect. The quartz tube 
contained a mercury glow discharge whose vapor pres
sure was varied between 1 mm Hg and 18 mm Hg. 

The high frequency excitation was obtained from a 
klystron tube frequency-modulated at a 1000-c.p.s. rate; 
the same modulation was also applied to the horizontal 
sweep of an oscilloscope. The output from the cavity 
was picked up by a crystal, amplified, and applied to the 
vertically deflecting plates of the oscilloscope. The re
sulting trace was thus a Q-curve, whose height was 
proportional to the transmission in power through the 
cavity since a square law crystal was used. A calibrated 
wave meter placed between cavity and crystal intro
duced small "pips" on the trace by means of which the 

CAVITY 

SCOPE 

ABSORPTION 
WAVEMETER 

AMPLIFIER 

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental arrangement. 
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FIG. 2. Cavity and discharge tube. 

resonant frequency and the Q of the cavity could be 
measured. As shown below, measurement of these three 
quantities- effective Q, change in transmission, and 
change in resonant frequency with discharge current
suffices to determine both real and imaginary com
ponents of the conductivity. 

For the purpose of carrying out probe studies a second 
discharge tube was built identical to the one used in the 
cavity, except for a fine probe wire extending radially 
into the middle portion. 

III. THEORETICAL RELATIONS 

A. Nomenclature 

t ....... transmission in power through the cavity, i.e ., 
ratio of output power from the cavity to 
available power. 

tr . .. . ... relative transmission, i.e., ratio of transmission 
t with discharge current flowing to zero-cur
rent transmission. 

a ...... . radius of cavity (1.15 em). 
h . ...... height of cavity (1.5 em). 
b . .. ' ... . radius of conducting column (0.175 em). 
u r+ iu; . . complex conductivity of ionized mercury 

vapor, mhos/meter. 
Q . .. .. .. ratio of resonant frequency to band width be

tween half-power points; specifically the Q of 
the unloaded cavity. 

Q L· ... Q of cavity with loading due to coupling to the 
external circuit through the irises. 

Q;. . . an iris loading Q defined by 1/Q L= 1/Q+ 1/Q;. 
Q'. . ... Q of cavity loaded by the discharge (but not 

by irises). 
w0 . ..... nominal resonant frequency of the cavity 

radians/ second. 
wr . ... .. resonant frequency with discharge current 

flowing. 
t::,.j . frequency shift due to discharge in c.p.s. 

= 1/27r(w,-wo). 
p. . . .. vapor pressure, mm Hg. 

11 26 

T . .. .. .. electron temperature, °K. 
n . .. . ... electron density, electrons/ cm3• 

Xt ..... a dimensionless parameter=(mw2?..2/ 2kT), ?.. 
being the electronic mean free path; for mer
cury at 8460 Me: x1 =1.2X106p-2T-1. 

~~ . ..... ~o(l+u;/w~o); cf. Eq. (8). 
k1. . . .. Wr(J.LEl)!. 
k2. . .. w,(J.LEo)t. 
k ....... 2.405/a. 

B. Calculation of the Real Component 
of Conductivity 

The transmission through the cavity is given by7 

(1) 

For a cavity loaded by wall losses only, Q may be ex
pressed in terms of an equivalent shunt resistance R 
along the cavity axis as8 

a 
Q= 0.00531- R. 

h 
(2) 

The small additional loading due to the presence of the 
quartz tube can be assumed to be lumped into R, giving 
a slightly lower effective Q. The conducting column is 
now assumed to introduce an additional shunt resistance 
R' placed in parallel with R: 

h 1 
R'=-·-. 

1rb2 ()' T 

Thus the resultant Q becomes now 

a RR' 
Q'=0:00531-·-

h R+R' 

or using (2) to substitute for R; 

. ' 

Q'= Q . 
1+188Qh/R'a 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

This then is the expression which must replace the Q 
appearing in (1) whenever the cavity is loaded by the 
discharge; carrying through this substitution, and using 
(3) to write R' in terms of u ,, the resultant expression 
may be manipulated into the following factored form: 

( 
b? )-2 

t= (1+Q;/Q)-2 1+592-~-{hur . (6) 

The first bracket is recognized as the transmission with 
no discharge current flowing; using this as a base the 
second bracket may be defined as a relative transmis-

7 G. L. Ragan, Microwave Transmission Circuits (McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., New York, 1948), p. 654. 

8 J. G. Brainerd et al., U.H.F. Techniques (McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, 1942), p. 331. 
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sion, t,., in terms of which <r r can be expressed explicitly 
as: 

a 1 
<rr=0.00169- -(t,-L 1) mhos/meter. (7) 

b2 QL 

l, is readily determined, being simply the ratio of the 
height of the Q-curve trace with discharge current 
flowing to that with the glow turned off; for convenience 
and accuracy a meter was actually used which could be 
calibrated to read tr directly. Since all quantities on the 
right-hand side of (7) can be measured, <rr may be found . 

C. Calculation of the Imaginary Component 
of Conductivity 

From Maxwell's Field equation 

the out-of-phase conductivity component <r ; is seen to 
result in an effective dielectric constant 

(8) 

(Note: Rationalized m.k.s. units are used.) Since <r i can 
be shown to be negative, being due to the inertial 
lagging of the electrons behind the applied field, the 
dielectric constant is reduced, decreasing the equivalent 
capacity of the cavity; thus the effect of the glow dis
charge is to raise the resonant frequency, as shown by 
Eq. (12) below. 

To treat the cavity as a boundary value prob
lem, it is divided into two regions, where for O< p< b, 
~~=~o(l+uJw~0), while for b<p<a the dielectric con
stant is still ~0 • No account is taken of the narrow region 
filled by the quartz tube which introduces a small 
constant frequency shift. For the inner region the ex
pressions for the fields will be of the same form as for the 
usual TMo1o mode: 

1.0 
~ 

~ 

~ t, 
/ 

v 
r-_o 

........._ 

K K / 

/~ 
v "'a-oo-_ 

~ 
In 

v v 
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0.2 

0.1 02 03 04 05 0.6 0.7 0.8 
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FrG. 3. Transmission characteristic at 1 mm Hg pressure. 
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In the outer region Bessel functions of the second kind 
need also be included, so that for b<p<a: 

Ez2= A1o(k2P)+ BYo(k2p), 
H q, 2= (w~o/k2)[A11(k2p)+BY1(k2p)]. (10) 

Three boundary conditions apply: at p =a, E.2 = 0; at 
p=b, Ez2=Ez1 and Hq,1=H q, 2· Using two of these to 
eliminate the arbitrary constants A and B, the third one 
may be used to obtain the following relation which con
tains the desired resonant frequency implicitly m 
k1 and k2: 

1 1(k2b) Yo(k2a)- 1 oCk2a) Y 1Ck2b) 

1 o(k2b) Yo(k2a)- 1o(k2a) Yo(k2b) 

Both sides of this equation may be linearized over a 
small region near ~~ = ~o, k(= k2, wr= w0 ; after some 
numerical work this leads to the following first-order 
approximation for the particular case at hand: 

<r ;= -1.33 X 10- 96 f mhos/ meter. (12) 

An alternate method of deriving a relation between 
frequency shift and <r ; makes use of the variation 
principle for electromagnetic problems (analogous to 
Hamilton's principle in mechanics), viz., that 

tim e volume 

have a stationary value of zero. Since all time variations 
are sinusoidal, and H may be replaced from Faraday's 

10 

~ 8 

I--
LL 6 
I 
(f) 

>- 4 
(.) 

z 
w 
::::) 2 
a 
w 
0::: 
LL 

:/ 
1/ 

/ v 
/ 

/ 
01 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
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FrG. 4. Frequency shift at 2 mm Hg pressure. 

Law, VXE= -iw,uH, this relation can be rewritten as 

f ~(VX E)2dv 
o I ,U 

(1 3) 

J EE2dv 
val 

Assuming that the perturbation of the electric field due 
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10 12 

to the discharge is not appreciable, it is seen that the 
effect on the resonant frequency of any small changes in 
the dielectric constant can be expressed by 

r
f €oE 2 ·dv 

W r vol 

wo = l f €E2. dv 
vol 

(14) 

where in this case € is given by Eq. (8) over the region 
O< p< b. Since the change in € due to a-; is of the order 
of only 0.5 percent, one may write 1/(1+a-/ w€o)} 
= 1- a- ;/2w€o, obtaining: 

---= ------ ---

wo 2 

(15) 
2w€o fa 

Jo 2(kp)pdp 
0 

Hence 

Making the proper numerical substitutions, Eq. (16) is 
found to agree within one percent with Eq . (12). 

D. Theoretical Expression for Conductivity 

A theoretical expression for the complex conductivity 
of an ionized gas has been derived by H. Margenau.6 For 
mercury vapor at 8460 Me, the effective resonant fre-

1128 

quency at the cavity with the tube inserted, this 
expression becomes :9 

(17) 

•10' 

16 

14 

12 
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w' 
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=> 8 I-
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\\ 
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FIG. 7. Electron temperature : A. from probe studies ; B. theo
retical curve (see reference 11); C. from microwave measurements 
(corresponding to 7.9 mm Hg;Sp0 ;S8.7 mm). 

9 The value for the mean free pa th of mercury was taken from 
J. D. Cobine, Gaseous Conductors (McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., New York, 1941), p. 23. 
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K 2 and K 312 have been plotted by Margenau. The 
contribution of the mercury ions can be shown to be 
negligible due to their large mass; hence only effects due 
to the electrons are actually observed. 

The real component of the conductivity falls to zero 
at both very high and very lo w pressures; a maximum is 
predicted 6 fo r 

wA = 6.8X 1013(kT)} (c.g.s.) (18) 

which corresponds very nearly to the condition of the 
mean free time of an electron between collisions being 
equal to the period of the electromagnetic wave. For 
mercury at the frequency used (16) becomes :9 

Po
2T= 570,000, (19) 

where Po is the pressure in mm Hg at which (J" r maximizes. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Typical curves oft,., (tr-}-1), and t::.j as a function of 
discharge current are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Since (J"r 

and (J"i have been found to be proportional to (tr-}-1) 
and t::.j, respectively, these curves show that there exists 
a very nearly linear relationship between conductivity 
and current. This same conclusion is arrived at by the 
analytical conductivity expression, Eq. (17), which 
shows (J" to be proportional to the electron density n, 

which in turn varies approximately linearly with dis
charge current. The slightly curved portion in the low 
current region is most probably clue to a similar varia
tion at n with current. 10 

By taking transmission and frequency shift data at 
various pressures, plots of conductivity vs. pressure 
with current as parameter may be obtained through use 
of Eqs. (7) and (12) (Figs. 5 and 6). The real con
ductivity component is seen to maximize at pressures 
around 8 mm Hg. Corresponding values of electron 
temperature may be calculated from this by Eq. (19); 
these are shown in curve C, Fig. 7. Also shown there are 
values of electron temperature found by probe measure
ments as well as a .theoretical temperature plotY 

Figure 6 shows a maximum occurring also in the 
imaginary conductivity component. Now if (J" i is plotted 
against pressure at constant electron density, rather 
than constant current, Eq. (17) predicts a monotonic 

1° Curvatures similar to the ones observed can be seen also in 
plots of n vs. current in the following: A. Szekely, Ann. d. Physik 3, 
112 (1929), Fig. 8; I. Langmuir, see reference 6, Table XIII, 
v. Engel and Steenbeck, Elektrische Gasentladungen (Verlag 
Julius Springer, Berlin, 1932) , Vol. I, p. 186, Vol. II, p. 110 (1934). 

11 v. Engel and Steenbeck, see reference 10, Vol. II, p. 85. 
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FIG. 8. Electron density versus pressure. 

decrease with pressure starting from a maximum value 
of e2n/mw. Hence the observed falling off at lower 
pressures is apparently due to a similar decrease of 
electron density at these pressures. To check this 
assumption values of (J"r/n and (J" Jn were calculated 
from Eq. (17), using the measured temperature shown 
in Fig. 7B. By dividing these two quantities into the 
measured values of (J" r and (J" i, respectively, the electron 
density is obtained. Curves of density calculated in this 
manner are plotted in Fig. 8; a systematic discrepancy 
of about 20 percent is noticed between values found 
from using (J" r and the ones obtained from (J" i · As a 
further check electron density was also found from 
probe measurements (see Fig. 8). This method involved 
plotting probe current squared against probe voltage; at 
sufficiently high values of probe current this results in a 
straight line from whose slope electron density may be 
cletermined.12 At the large probe currents required the 
discharge became unfortunately quite unstable at pres
sures above 2 mm Hg, so that a complete check of the 
electron density curves could not be carried through. 

The agreement found in comparisons of experiment 
with theory, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8, is probably as 
good as may be expected from a study of this kind. 
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January 1950 

Conductivity at Microwave Frequencies 

If a high frequency e lectric fi eld is applied to an ioni zed 
gas, th e resulting osci ll atory motion of the free electrons 

will g ive ri se to an alternat ing current. At very low gas 
pr ess ure s the in ertia of th e e lectrons causes thi s current 
to lag I)in ety d eg rees behind the elect ric field; as the 
pressure, and hence the d ensity, is increa sed, frequent col
li s ions of electrons wi th gas atoms will produ ce an energy 
loss which must be suppli ed by a component of current in 
pha ~e with the fi e ld. Th is beha vior may be d esc ribed hy 
ass ig ning a compl ex conducti vity to the ioni ze d gas whose 
real and imaginary components corres pond to the in-phase 
and out-of-phase current compon ents. A knowl edge of this 
conductivity is necessary in th e analys is of ionosphere 
problems and in several phases of microwave work, such 

as the sw itching or modulation of large amou nts of micro
wa ve power by means of relatively low energy gaseous 
di scharges. 

An experimenta l dete rmination of comp lex conductivity 
at ten thousa nd meg acycl es ha s recently been ma de by 
placing a direct current glow di scharge along the ax is 
of a cylindrical microwa ve cavity. It wa s shown that both 
conductivity components ca n be cal culated by determin
ing two quantiti es : the rel a tive change in transmission of 
three centimeter power through the ca vity, and the shift 
in it s resonant fre<1uency, both mea sured as a function of 
discharge current and gas pressure. The experimental 
techniqu e use d can be extended so that high speed tran
sient ph enom en a may a lso be inves tigated. Thus if the 
di scharge current is sudd enly stopped, the resulta nt de
ionization can be in ves tiga ted by means of a su itable 
osc illoscope presentation of th e output s ig nal from the 
cavity, from wh ich val ues of electron d ensity versus time 
may be deduced. Since at the high fr eq uencies used the 
rel atively ma ss ive ion s are not measur a bly affected by 
the microwave fi eld s, only effects due to the free e lectrons 
are obse rved, leading to a g rea t simplification in the in
terpretation of th e results. Finally, the cavity technique 
may be used to study the behavio r of dielectrics at micro
wave fr equencie s, s imply by rep lacing th e di scharge tube 
by a column a r sa mpl e of the di electric substance of inter
est; accurate determination s of di electric losses can thus 
be mad e. F.P.A. 

Measurement of the Comp lex Conductivity of an Ionized 
Gas at Microwave Frequencie s. By Fred P . Adler. I. App. 
Phys. 20: 1125, November, 1949· 
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Electron Conductivi t y and Mean Free Path~ 

by 

Fred P. Adler, Californio. In~titute of Technolo gy 

o.nd 

Henry Margenau, Yale Uni ver~:!i ty-::-

Abe tract 

~~an free pa th and electron den~ity arc calculet0d 

fro :;l mc. c;. sureElents on t he co!npl cx conductivity of n o:l lt:c}·.c r ge. 

a~o i nst exje rlrnental facts; one i~ constancy of mean fr s e 

pc th (lr~Ci. (p ·::; ndenc s of e l ectron velocity ) , t he oth ,~ r :l.s con-

st ancy of me an free time . 

I n n re cent pap( rl~ devot ed to the mcasurc~2nt of comp l u 

1. Ji'. F . J',dler, J. App. Phys. 20, 1125 (19Ll9 ) 

e l ect :c on conductivitic~ inn positive column of o. glo1r; ' . Ctl S-

cb.1r: ~~ , n tt en tion has been cslled to the oppor tuni ti c: s n h:i.ch 

such GXfc rinents hold for ga 1n1ng informa tjon nbout ki ne tic 

proc c 2scs taking place in t he conducting gas. It wa2 s ~ own 

that e lectron don~itics c an be computed from the imas inary 

ns v c:ll c.s the r ea l po rt of the conductivlty whsn tho :_.,-, en 

fr cJ ~c tt ie given independ ently, and that the d ensiti e s a gree 

tol J r~~ ly we ll. Tho purpos e of the pr esen t no t e ie t o indi-

cc,te :norJ tb c rilco.n frc o path 1.t2 s lf can b e dc t 0r mined fro r.J. such 

* AE~i~t c d by tho Office of No.vo. l Research 
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mea:::ur em.::: nts, and what light this sheds on other ques tions of 

intere st in the kinetic the ory of discharges. 

The formula2 used in tJ·Le analysis of tho cxpJ rLw nts 

------··--·-----------------------
2. E . J";:.: rgcnau, Phys. Rev. 69, 508, (1946) 

under d iscussion was based on the assumption of a conr:tant 

mean f re e path of th e e l e ctrons: ~is not a function of 
Ah-

c l :c ctrcn v e lociti e s v ·and henc e ind e p e ndent of the t c~ :T·::o ro -. - A 
turc , T. Tl;.J_s is not g enerall:T true. lin o. lt e rnativo r.nd 

oqun ll-I sinp lc supp osition is const~:mcy of tho r:1can fr ::-:c time 

t, vJ~::i cJ-; is "1--/v. What th2 2 e :Lypo theses mean funda ''1.?nt r; lly 

is s ee n from the g eneral relation 

( 1) 

in VIh:Lch N is the nunbe r d ensity of molecules interc o:::j tJr;r; the 

e l ectrons (in this instance Hg atoms) and q the collicjon 

croe f! :::ec tion, a function of v. It is clea r thnt co n ::: tc. ncy 

of 1\. l l'1pli os n conetant q, whe r ea s constancy of 1:' r e cLrd re e 

q to be p roportional to v-1. Wo shall diecuss the~ c two 

alt 3rn2 tives in eequence. 

lf1\= const., tho comp lex conductivity is giv8n by 

o- = 4. e2l\.n f [K2(Yl) iv !K I (x )J 5 3 ( 2 lT mkT 2 ' - ·" 1 3, 2 1 (2) 

c:to\· n in refort:mc e 2. Here x 1 = m~~2 
• This 

fo~~ulG is cxoct provided the distribution function fo r tt c 

G l c ct J:'OJ.1 S is I:I£txvJe llicm, nnd T is tho e l e ctron t emp c r Gt "I..;Ic. 

In r '~ f -~; r' E:. nce 1, T was ncr;::'U:rc d by probe me thods. TJ:o r n t i o 

cr· 
l . ~ t. c?:. l s C\ ;: unc J.on of x1 alone, [.md it is plotted in t l·:at a.r ticle. 
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The e x p e rimental ratio leads therefore at once to knowl edge 

of x1 a nd if T is known, to 1--. FU.rthC::rnore if the pr e::mise, 

1\.= con~t. , is true, the va l ues thus determined ehould not vnry 

with T . 

The situation is ~ o m.e whu.t diffe rGnt if 't = conet, r.nd 

the r.u::· a l y sis of r e ference 2 must be modified. Ind0ed t l~ e 

concl.v.cti vi ty fornula is tt.sn nuch simpler3. Eq. 15 of tJ.· e 

3. Tho result we are about to derive has been clearly r e co g
nize d by the workers at M.I.T., and is, in fact, i r1:: licit 
in 201!18 of the formulns the y h a ve us ed. See for :L~" e tnnce 
S. c . Brovm nnd A. D • .Nio.cDonnld, Phys. Rev. 76, 16 29 ( 1949 ) 

f 

e arli e r p aper becomes 
n/2 , 

with 

mu : T 1 Mr't:·2 
.1. + - •--'-'---,..-= 

6k l+w2t:2 · 
I' 

Eq. 11 st2nds as written, but Eq. 27 tak e s the form 

When tLi e is inserted in Eq. 25, thGre r e .sul t s for t he c1.u· ront 

sin wt} 

and J<.c nc c for th6 c omplex conduc ti vi ty4 

4. 11Li ::.: ie very similar to t h e Lorentz fon:ml o. for t h ; con
du c tivity of ele ctrons. It results if the frict ion con
et Gnt, r; , in the equu tion of notion ie equated to 1/'G' • 

= n e2't' 
m ..;;;.l_+-=w;....,.,2"t__.2 

( 1-i w't'). ( 3) 
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He r e the ratio ~..:, , which is w~, l e ads dire ctly to 
tu 

the de t c rnination of 7:: . If the assm;J.p tion 1:: • c onst. is 

t r ue , tt.~ o r a tio t e st will thus reveal it. Both 1:: o.nd j\...-

arc , of course, invers e ly proportional to the p r e ssure o f t he 

ga s ca r r y i ng the discha rge~ c s is evident from Eq. l. 

In Fi g. 1 the exp t: ri r:-re ntal dat a nre plott e d a :;[unst 

t ho e l e ct r on t emperature , t he upp e r curve r e pres enting p 'l:", 

the l o v-.'c r p ")\.. The p't;' -va lue s were obtninod by usi n " tho r e -

la t 1 on o-.c:_ / rriV und it is s een t hn t the u ppe r cu rve b G-

li e s i t s p r emis e , the c onst a nG y of p~. h owe v e r, p f'\..., v1h i ch 

wa s compu t ed from Eq.2, is s catt e r e d in r a nd om f ns h i on about 

a c onst ant value. 

Hnving thus oe tablis hed the app r o.xi r:1nt e vall d i t ;r of 

our f irs t o. lt e rna tive , we may us e tho dat e; t o do t e r ::1ine t he 

I ,....- - ·-""- . - ~-·- ' moan fr ee pa t h Gf e l e ctrons in Hg . It t urn :: out t o 

be 9. 5 x lo-3 em at 1 Elln pressure . 

This pro . ~ dure doo s n ot p r ovo tha t~ is truly inGcp end e n ~ 

of vc l cc itie s, n r es ult which would b o ve r y s urp ri sin: in vievv 

o f oth e r fac ts. Wha t it mcHne i s t h 2 t at l ow s l 8ctron 

v c l ociti [ s such as t ho s e t o which our t empe r atur e s correspond, 

t he cv c rag~ o f~ ov e r the range of v e l o citi e s c ompr i s ed i n 

t he :.·[c :;:':·: e ll d istri but ion is constant. Br od e 5 ha s r1easur e d 

5 . n. S . Br od e , Rev. Mod . Phys. 5 , 257 (1933) 

c o llision p r obabiliti e s o f e l ectrons in Hg f or 

wh at LJ ( nur tha n ours. Hi s vn l u e s s how a ra pi d d r op 1)-=. twe e n 
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eneq~i o .s o f 1 and 2 vo lts; th·::;y correspond to an av ,'3 ra [,C '}.. 

b e tween l/3 and 1/2 of tho value here ob t a ined. If t h e se 

inf2r 2ncc s a r e to b e in har mony, t he collision probabili ty 

mus t r ;:::. v e: 8. maximum in t he r egi on where Brode 1 s meo.surc~nent s 

be gir~ ~: r1<l d rop to l ow v a lue s o. t snaller en ergie s. 

The r e is some int e rnal consistency in the t wo curves 

of Fi p . 1. To be sure , t he uppe r one i s n ot t o be trust e d· 

in d c tri l s inc e the theo r y yie lding it is n o t c orrect. · But 

t h e trend is p r ope r: if').. is c onsta nt, l't: must d e cr ::;c. s c wit.h v. 

the moa n fr ee path is de t e r mined from tho rctio 

c-i..fa-ro, t ho density cf e l ec trons f o llows uniquely fr• o.:1 t h e 

w:;n s m'c:·:1Gnt.s, o.nd tho nmbi gui ty inho r ont in F'i g . 8 of r c f Grcnce 
1 
2 is e li~innted. Fi g. 2 shows the r e sults (black d o ts ) . If 

the s1.n;:; l c r fo r mula ( 3) wore cho :::en in anrt l yzing t ho :l :-:. tet , 

the circ l e s would result. Thus it is seen that t ho ~ i c ctron 

d ensity· is n ot v e r y sensitive t o the kinetic a ssunpt i nns by 

which it is derived, 
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